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IEEE Xplore® Digital Library
Educate. Enable. Achieve.
Request a Free Trial
See how IEEE Xplore can power your research. 
www.ieee.org/academic
“IEEE is the umbrella that
allows us all to stay current
with technology trends.” 
Dr. Mathukumalli Vidyasagar
Head, Bioengineering Dept. 
University of Texas, Dallas
Driving research at the world’s leading
universities and institutions
?  Increase scholarly output and research development with 
access to over 2 million full-text IEEE articles
?  IEEE publishes 16 of the top 20 journals in electrical 
engineering and is the most-cited publisher in new patents*
?  Customize subscription options to your degree program






Backed by the strength of Ingram, with the largest 
print and electronic content inventory in the book 
industry, Coutts delivers innovative systems, expertise, 
and precise assistance in developing and maintaining 
your library’s collection.
Call 1 800 263 1686 or learn more 
at ingramcontent.com/coutts
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To view a full list of IGI Global’s Topic Collections, please visit:
www.igi-global.com/collections




IGI Global’s premier collection of 18 scholarly titles covering 
cyber warfare and terrorism, digital crime and forensics, and 
information security and privacy.







Available for purchase as a print, e-book, or print/e-book combination 
package, the Information Warfare and Homeland Security Collection is 
ideal for academic and professional researchers, government ocials, 
military professionals, and industry consultants.
TOPIC COLLECTIONSIGI GLOBAL’S
Priced at a fraction of the cost to purchase each title individually, the 
Information Warfare and Homeland Security Collection oers your library 
a unique and aordable reference collection.
Corporate Hacking and Technology-Driven Crime: 
Social Dynamics and Implications
Thomas J. Holt (Michigan State University, USA), et al.
ISBN: 978-1-61692-805-6; © 2011; 366 pp.
This timely publication addresses various aspects of hacking and technology-driven 
crime, including the ability to understand computer-based threats, identify and 
examine attack dynamics, and find solutions. 
Advanced ICTs for Disaster Management and Threat Detection:
Collaborative and Distributed Frameworks
Eleana Asimakopoulou (Loughborough University, UK), et al.
ISBN: 978-1-61520-987-3; © 2010; 415 pp.
This book provides both a conceptual and practical guide to disaster management, 
while also identifying and developing effective and efficient approaches, mechanisms, 
and systems using emerging technologies to support a successful operation.






Now published as an
online-only journal





the diverse, practical applications
of photonic technology. JLA’s
comprehensive coverage makes it
an important and vibrant resource
for specialists in all areas of the
laser industry, including: laser
materials processing, biomedical
applications, laser safety, and laser
sensing & measurement. While JLA
articles were only accessible as
PDFs prior to 2011, AIP’s Scitation
platform now brings full online













authors retain copyright to
their work, and hosting on AIP’s
robust Scitation hosting platform
makes this work easily
discoverable. An expedited peer
review process, together with
post-publication commenting by
the entire science community,
strikes an excellent balance
between traditional review and the
need for rapid dissemination.
AIP Advances – A Major 




for the First 
100 Articles 
Accepted!
Subscribe to the Journal of
Laser Applications –
Now Published by AIP
New Journals Enhance 
AIP’s Leadership
in Applied Physics
AIP Partners with Chinese









Applied Mechanics in the
publication of CSTAM’s newest
journal—Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics Letters (taml.aip.org).
Published on behalf of CSTAM and
hosted on AIP’s Scitation platform,
TAML will be an essential source of
groundbreaking research for
scientists worldwide in mechanics,







Questions? Contact us at 800-344-6902, +1 516-576-2270 or subs@aip.org.
“Rochester Institute  
of Technology  
finds great value in the 
SPIE Digital Library’s 
multidisciplinary nature.”
Linette Koren, Librarian, RIT
SPIEDigitalLibrary.org
See us at SLA or  
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Global. Mobile. Relevant Research. 

Available to subscribing libraries at: http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org
Or for purchase at: www.oecdbookshop.org
Or call: 800-456-6323
Going for Growth 2011  
May 2011  |  978-9264-09258-7  |  255 pp.
The global recovery from the deepest recession since the Great Depression is under way, but it
remains overly dependent on macroeconomic policy stimulus and has not yet managed to
significantly reduce high and persistent unemployment in many countries. Going for Growth
2011 highlights the structural reforms needed to restore long-term growth in the wake of the
crisis. For each OECD country and six key emerging economies (Brazil, China, India, Indonesia,
Russia and South Africa), five reform priorities are identified that would be most effective in
delivering sustained growth over the next decade. The analysis shows that many of these
reforms could also assist much-needed fiscal consolidation and contribute to reducing global
current account imbalances.
Internationally comparable indicators enable countries to assess their economic performance
and structural policies in a wide range of areas. There are also three analytical chapters covering
housing policies, efficiency of health care systems and the links between structural policies and
current account imbalances.
PISA 2009 at a Glance 
May 2011  |  978-9264-09522-9  |  92 pp
PISA assesses the extent to which students near the end of
compulsory education have acquired some of the knowledge
and skills that are essential for full participation in modern
societies. Its triennial assessments of 15-year-olds focus on
reading, mathematics and science. 
PISA 2009 at a Glance provides easily accessible data on 
some of the main issues analysed in the full report:
� What students know and can do: How do students compare
in the knowledge and skills they show at school? Which
countries are the best performers? Which perform poorly? 
� Overcoming social background: Does a student’s socio-
economic background affect his or her performance in
school? 
� Learning to learn: Are there some types of reading, and some
ways of learning, that are better for students than others? 
� What makes a school successful?: What traits do high-
performing schools have in common?
OECD-May11-FA_1  3/11/11  11:54 AM  Page 1
www.vanderbilt.edu/AEA  
The American Economic Association (AEA) has 
created EconLit records for journal articles indexed 
in Volumes 1–10 of the AEA's Index of Economic 
Journals. Many of these journals are now available 
in full text and may be linked to from EconLit if 
they are part of a library's holdings.
The EconLit records include complete 
bibliographic citations, subject descriptors and 
subject codes from the AEA's 1961–1968
classication system, geographic and regional 
descriptors, and named historical persons.
Later in 2011, EconLit will add records for 
articles from 1886–1968 collective works (edited 
volumes, conference proceedings, etc.). The 
American Economic Association will also match 
abstracts from the Journal of Economic Abstracts 
(1963–1968) and from the Journal of Economic 
Literature (1969–1986) to journal records.
The older records will become part of EconLit 
subscriptions at no extra cost.
For more information contact info@aeaweb.org.
EconLit: Your Source of Worldwide Economic Research
www.aeaweb.org/econlit
ANNOUNCEMENT
EconLit is Adding Economics Articles 
Published from 1886 to 1968!
Please visit us at booth #1027 at the SLA Conference June 12–14 
in Philadelphia, PA, to learn more about EconLit.
And make it more accessible to your 
patrons through
PsychiatryOnline.com!
TWO institutional subscription options 
to access DSM-IV-TR online
Request a free 30-day institutional trial at 
www.PsychiatryOnline.com/freetrials.  
Or email institutions@psych.org for a subscription rate quote.
Get that DSM-IV-TR® 
book off your reference shelf
Contact us for more information or to purchase a subscription: 
Call 703-907-8538 or Email institutions@psych.org
Find us on   Facebook and   Twitter.
Priority Code: AP1108
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Meet your research needs with subscription
access to journals, conference proceedings,
and books on a single platform
All 24 of ASME's Transactions Journals plus Applied
Mechanics Reviews, and more than 100 ASME annual
conference proceedings volumes – totaling over 60,000
articles and papers – are available to subscribers on a
single platform with integrated searching and linking
features! New content is added continually.
Just a Click Away…
Now engineers, scientists and researchers have a full
range of information, features, and services right at
their fingertips:
Subscribe now to more ASME journals and
conference proceedings for less money
with ASME 2012 Subscription Packages
Save when you subscribe to all 24 ASME Transactions
Journals (Package 1) in print and online.
Save on conference proceedings packages designed
for specific areas of interest including engineering
technology, energy and power, design, manufacturing
and systems engineering, and pressure technology and
pipelines. Go to www.asmedl.org for complete details
of subscription packages.




• Links to cited source
articles from other
publishers via CrossRef
• Links to abstracting
and indexing databases
enabling the retrieval of
related articles including
those that cite source
material
• Ability to download








• Hosted on the
Scitation® platform
eBooks Package
100 titles planned for 2012!
Option 1 Annual Subscription
Standard 12-month subscription for 2011
Access to the entire eBook collection
Cost: $2,500
Option 2 One-time Purchase




To order a subscription package, contact your subscription agent or ASME at:
1.800.843.2763 or 1.973.882.1167 email: infocentral@asme.org All prices subject to change.
Coming in July –
New Subscription
Package Prices




Three Innovative Reference and Research Components 
?? ????????????????? ????????????????????
Whether students are researching an assigned topic, learning to support an argument, writing a research paper, or prepping for 
class discussion and debate, ABC-CLIO’s databases deliver a comprehensive solution.
Regularly updated reference entries, comprehensive lecture companions, and peer-reviewed articles by leading scholars 
provide sound analytical and critical thinking for students, and reflect ABC-CLIO’s 50+ year award-winning publishing legacy.
Scholarly Debate on
Enduring Dilemmas
A growing collection of peer-
reviewed journal articles 
commissioned by ABC-CLIO—
encourage students to discover new 
models for academic-level analysis 
and explore diverse and often 
provocative viewpoints.
Resources that Serve as 
Lecture Companions
Carefully curated resource 
collections—help students understand 
concepts, reinforcing ideas covered in 
lectures and in the textbook.
Authoritative Reference 
from Leading Scholars
More than 60,000 primary sources—
and entries written by leading 
scholars—including documents, 







www.abc-clio.com  |  1.800.368.6868

Preface
Continuations and standing orders represent a frustrating and 
time-consuming area of book acquisitions.  Efficient management 
of continuations requires a staff knowledgeable in all aspects of 
standing order procedures, with prompt and accurate service being 
essential.
Midwest Library Service has been providing continuation and 
standing order programs to libraries for over three decades with the 
same commitment to high quality as our firm order service: prompt 
delivery, accurate invoicing, immediate reporting, convenient 
communications, and personal Library Service Representatives. 
Our reputation for excellence is well established and we invite 
you to place your continuations list with us.
Scope
Our Continuation & Standing Order Service encompasses most series and continuations from U.S. publishers. 
Our services do not include supplying magazines, journals, or loose-leaf updating services.
Procedure
Our Continuation & Standing Order Service incorporates both automated systems and personal surveillance. 
Instead of relying on the filing and ordering systems of the publishers, we place orders for specific volumes 
as books are due to be published.  If the next item in a series is not received when scheduled, we initiate a 
new order for the same item.   This procedure helps avoid potentially missed volumes and eliminates any 
dependence upon the publishers’ fulfillment systems.  If in-house information is not available on future 
volumes to be published, we call the publisher for future projections and publication schedules.  This 
information is then used to update our new title records.
Advantages
1. Because of our method of ordering specific volumes, we are in regular communication with the 
publishers.
2. Our status reports are prompt and accurate and should eliminate library claims.
3. Specific claims from an individual library resulting in an updated status report will generate new status 
reports to all libraries ordering the same series.
4. We do not drop ship.
Quality service depends on good communications between the library and the jobber.  Your personal Library 
Service Representative and our convenient communications provide easy access to us regarding your 
continuation orders.    We invite you to try our service by sending us your next list of standing order titles.
Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road  •   Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789   •   U.S.A.
www.midwestls.com                                      Fax: 800-962-1009 • 314-739-1326
E-mail: mail@midwestls.com                  Phone: 800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
Continuations and Standing Orders
